Bringing the restaurant quality food to the home, without a
restaurant-sized bill.
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Whether you want to give a new twist to dinner in the company of close friends, or impress a loved one
with a delicious romantic dinner for two – and whether you’re an accomplished cook looking for fresh
inspiration, or an enthusiastic novice wanting practical guidance – My Secret Kitchen’s brand new
Inspired Dinner (http://www.mysecretkitchen.co.uk/inspired-dinners/index.html) boxes contain everything
you need to make dining at home a more amazing experience.
My Secret Kitchen (http://www.mysecretkitchen.co.uk/index.html) have launched two imaginatively themed
dinner boxes: Italian Bistro and Eastern Canteen. Each box contains five fabulous My Secret Kitchen
products, a collection of delightful table decorations and an Inspired Dinners guide featuring two
seasonal menus, lots of easy-to-follow recipes, ideas for twists and embellishments, and pointers for how
to set the scene and make your occasion extra special.
Phil Moran, co-founder of My Secret Kitchen says “we’ve watched the retailers attempts to get to the
restaurant goers by offering the dine in for 2 deals , but do they really offer the restaurant quality
and even more importantly do they bring in the ambiance? We believe that our inspirations bring both to
the home”
With the addition of a small number of extra ingredients and some basic items from your store cupboard,
these boxes will help you create an amazing dinner for six and enjoy restaurant-quality food and a
restaurant-style atmosphere without a restaurant-sized bill!
Inspired Dinner boxes are only available from your local My Secret Kitchen consultant
(http://www.mysecretkitchen.co.uk/consultant/index.html), priced £36 each.
Background
My Secret Kitchen is the UK’s first nationwide food and drink tasting company, and was started in 2006
by husband-and wife-team, Clare and Phil Moran. They’ve taken the traditional Tupperware style business
concept of home demonstration parties and turned it into a wonderful food tasting evening
(http://www.mysecretkitchen.co.uk/host/index.html), where the host and his/her friends have an enjoyable
time experiencing unusual and different foods, sharing recipe ideas in a warm relaxed non-pressure
environment. All My Secret Kitchen products are free of artificial colours and flavours, and the company
strongly believes in an authentic (http://www.mysecretkitchen.co.uk/about/values.html), sustainable
spirit of business.
The business concept has proven to be a great success in the recession for food lovers who are looking
for an extra income and have joined My Secret Kitchen as a consultant, earning money from showing all the
great foods.
Further details from Phil Moran at philmoran@mysecretkitchen.co.uk
0845 094 5319 www.mysecretkitchen.co.uk
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